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1997 Lumina

Report a problem with this articleDrive Cycles for 1997 CHEVROLET LUMINA 3.1L V6 engine, GAS;
1997 CHEVROLET LUMINA LTZ 3.4L V6 engine, GAS

Monitor: All Monitors - Complete System Set Procedure
Notes: 1. Use this drive cycle when 2 or more or all readiness monitors are set to NO; 3.
Preprogramming the scan tool will shorten test length.
Step 1: Perform the I/M System Check. Failure to do so may result in difficulty in updating
the monitor (s) status to YES.
Step 2: Turn ignition OFF for 5 minutes. Pre-program the scan tool with vehicle information
before turning ignition ON. Start the engine and do not turn it OFF for the remainder of the
test.
Step 3: Turn OFF all accessories and set parking brake. A/T should be in P and M/T should
be in N. Idle the engine for 2 minutes.
Step 4: Accelerate at part throttle to 55 mph and maintain speed until engine reaches
operating temperature. This could take 8-20 minutes depending on coolant temperature at
start-up.
Step 5: Maintain speed of 55 mph for an additional 6-7 minutes.
Step 6: Reduce speed to 45 mph and maintain 45 mph for 1 minute.
Step 7: From 45 mph, perform 4 decelerations of 25 seconds each under the conditions in
Step 8. Keep the speed above 25 mph and return to 45 mph for 15 seconds after each
deceleration.
Step 8: Each deceleration period should be at closed throttle with NO brake application, NO
clutch actuation and NO manual downshift.
Step 9: Accelerate at part throttle to 45-55 mph and maintain speed for 2 minutes.
Step 10: Decelerate to 0 mph and idle for 2 minutes with foot on brake pedal, A/T in D or M/T
in N with clutch depressed.
Step 11: Access the readiness status on the scan tool. Perform the individual drive cycle for
any monitor that does not display YES (monitor is not ready).
Step 12: Check for DTCs. Any DTCs will require diagnosis and repair.
Step 13: Following repairs and clearing DTCs, perform Steps 1-12 again or perform steps for
individual monitors that are not set.

Monitor: Catalyst Monitor
Notes: 1. The vehicle must be run for 6-8 minutes off idle for this test to initiate.
Step 1: Perform the I/M System Check. Failure to do so may result in difficulty in updating
the status to YES.
Step 2: Ensure all conditions have been met. Turn OFF all accessories.
Step 3: Start the engine and allow it to idle.
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Step 4: Accelerate at part throttle to 45 mph (55 mph on 2002-03 Buick Century) and
maintain speed for 5 minutes.
Step 5: Decelerate to 0 mph. Idle for 2 minutes with brake pedal depressed, A/T in D or M/T
in N with clutch pedal depressed.
Step 6: If the Catalyst monitor is YES, go to Step 14.
Step 7: Using a scan tool, access the DTC information. If there are any failed DTCs,
diagnose and repair the DTCs.
Step 8: Determine which DTCs are required run in order to complete the test.
Step 9: Using a scan tool, observe the Not Ran Since Code Cleared display. Determine
which DTCs that are required to have run, and have not run, for a YES status to be
displayed.
Step 10: Enter the DTC in the specific DTC menu of the scan tool.
Step 11: Repeat the procedure until the scan tool indicated the diagnostic test has run.
Step 12: Repeat Steps 9-10 for any DTCs that have not run.
Step 13: Check the I/M System Readiness display. If the Catalyst Monitor system status is
YES, go to Step 14. If not, refer to service manual.
Step 14: Check for emission-related DTCs. If any are present, go back to Step 7. If no DTCs
are present, AIR system status is OK.

Monitor: EGR Monitor
Notes:
Step 1: Perform the I/M System Check. Failure to do so may result in difficulty in updating
the status to YES.
Step 2: Ensure all enabling conditions have been met. Turn OFF all accessories.
Step 3: Start the engine and allow it to idle.
Step 4: Accelerate at part throttle to 45 mph and maintain speed for 1 minute.
Step 5: From 45 mph, perform 4 decelerations of 25 seconds each under the conditions in
Step 6. Keep the speed above 25 mph and return to 45 mph for 15 seconds after each
deceleration.
Step 6: Each deceleration period should be at closed throttle with NO brake application, NO
clutch actuation and NO manual downshift.
Step 7: If the EGR monitor is YES, go to Step 14.
Step 8: Using a scan tool, access the DTC information. If there are any failed DTCs,
diagnose and repair the DTCs.
Step 9: Determine which DTCs are required run in order to complete the test.
Step 10: Using a scan tool, observe the Not Ran Since Code Cleared display. Determine
which DTCs that are required to have run, and have not run, for a YES status to be
displayed.
Step 11: Enter the DTC in the specific DTC menu of the scan tool.
Step 12: Be sure the monitor Enabling Conditions are met. Repeat the procedure until the
scan tool indicated the diagnostic test has run.
Step 13: Repeat Steps 10-11 for any DTCs that have not run.
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Step 14: Check the I/M System Readiness display. If the AIR system status is YES, go to
Step 15. If not, refer to service manual.
Step 15: Check for emission-related DTCs. If any are present, go back to Step 8. If no DTCs
are present, AIR system status is OK.

Monitor: EVAP Monitor w/Service Bay Test
Notes: 1. This test is for use with dedicated GM scan tools.
Step 1: Perform the I/M System Check.
Step 2: Be sure the operating conditions are met.
Step 3: Turn OFF all accessories.
Step 4: Following the directions on the scan tool, perform the EVAP Service Bay test. If the
vehicle passes the EVAP Service Bay test, go to Step 6.
Step 5: If the EVAP system does not pass the EVAP Service Bay test, access the scan tool
for an indication of why the test did not pass. Refer to service information for diagnosis and
repair. After repairs, go to I/M System Complete System Set. Procedure.
Step 6: Check for emission-related DTCs. If no DTCs are present, the EVAP system is OK.
Step 7: If DTCs are present, diagnose problem and make appropriate repairs. Perform Steps
1-6 again.

Monitor: EVAP Monitor w/o Service Bay Test
Notes:
Step 1: Perform the I/M System Check. Failure to do so may result in difficulty in updating
the status to YES.
Step 2: Ensure all conditions have been met. Turn OFF all accessories.
Step 3: Start the engine and allow it to idle. Do not turn ignition OFF during test.
Step 4: Accelerate at part throttle to 45 mph and maintain speed until engine reaches
operating temperature. This may take 8-20 minutes depending on ECT at start-up.
Step 5: Continue at 45 mph for 3 more minutes or until EVAP monitor updates to YES.
Step 6: If the EVAP monitor is YES, go to Step 14. If not, go to Step 7.
Step 7: Using a scan tool, access the DTC information. If there are any failed DTCs,
diagnose and repair the DTCs. If no failed DTCs, go to next step.
Step 8: Determine which DTCs are required to run in order to complete the test.
Step 9: Using a scan tool, observe the Not Ran Since Code Cleared display. Determine
which DTCs that are required to have run, and have not run, for a YES status to be
displayed.
Step 10: Enter the DTC in the specific DTC menu of the scan tool.
Step 11: Be sure the monitor Enabling Conditions are met. Repeat the procedure until the
scan tool indicated the diagnostic test has run.
Step 12: Repeat Steps 10-11 for any DTCs that have not run.
Step 13: Check the I/M System Readiness display. If the EVAP system status is YES, go to
Step 14. If not, perform diagnosis and repair.
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Step 14: Check for emission-related DTCs. If any are present, go back to Step 8. If no DTCs
are present, AIR system status is OK.

Monitor: EVAP Service Bay Test-Equipped Check
Notes: 1. This test will check to see if the vehicle will allow the EVAP test to run in service
bay conditions.
Step 1: Using a scan tool and select Special Functions. If the scan tool does not support
special functions, go to the EVAP w/o Service Bay Test.
Step 2: Determine if the vehicle is Equipped with a Service Bay test for the EVAP system.
Step 3: If the vehicle is equipped with the EVAP Service Bay test, go to the EVAP w/Service
Bay Test procedure for applicable models. If not, go to the EVAP w/o Service Bay Test
Procedure for applicable models.

Monitor: HO2S Monitor
Notes:
Step 1: Perform the I/M System Check. Failure to do so may result in difficulty in updating
the status to YES.
Step 2: Verify enable criteria are met. Turn ignition OFF for 5 minutes to allow HO2S sensors
to cool. Pre-program vehicle information in scan tool before turning ignition back ON.
Step 3: Set parking brake with A/T in P and M/T in N.
Step 4: Turn off all accessories.
Step 5: Start the engine and idle for 2 minutes or until system status updates to YES. This
can take up to 8 minutes.
Step 6: If the HO2S monitor is YES, go to Step 14.
Step 7: Using a scan tool, access the DTC information. If there are any failed DTCs,
diagnose and repair the DTCs. If no failed DTCs, go to next step.
Step 8: Determine which DTCs are required run in order to complete the test.
Step 9: Using a scan tool, observe the Not Ran Since Code Cleared display. Determine
which DTCs that are required to have run, and have not run, for a YES status to be
displayed.
Step 10: Enter the DTC in the specific DTC menu of the scan tool.
Step 11: Be sure that the monitor Enabling Conditions are met. Repeat the procedure until
the scan tool indicated the diagnostic test has run.
Step 12: Repeat Steps 10-11 for any DTCs that have not run.
Step 13: Check the I/M System Readiness display. If the EVAP system status is YES, go to
Step 14. If not, perform diagnosis and repair.
Step 14: Check for emission-related DTCs. If any are present, go back to Step 8. If no DTCs
are present, HO2S system status is OK.

Monitor: HO2S/O2S Monitor
Notes:
Step 1: Perform the I/M System Check. Failure to do so may result in difficulty in updating
the status to YES.
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Step 2: Verify that the monitor Enabling Conditions are met.
Step 3: Turn off all accessories.
Step 4: Start the engine and allow it to idle.
Step 5: Accelerate at part throttle to 45-55 mph and maintain speed for 7 minutes or until
system status updates to YES. 5 and 6-speed M/T may require operation in 4th or 5th gear
respectively for this test to run.
Step 6: If the HO2S/O2S monitor is YES, go to Step 14.
Step 7: Using a scan tool, access the DTC information. If there are any failed DTCs,
diagnose and repair the DTCs. If no failed DTCs, go to next step.
Step 8: Determine which DTCs are required run in order to complete the test.
Step 9: Using a scan tool, observe the Not Ran Since Code Cleared display. Determine
which DTCs that are required to have run, and have not run, for a YES status to be
displayed.
Step 10: Enter the DTC in the specific DTC menu of the scan tool.
Step 11: Be sure that all of the monitor Enabling Conditions have been met. Repeat the
procedure until the scan tool indicated the diagnostic test has run.
Step 12: Repeat Steps 10-11 for any DTCs that have not run.
Step 13: Check the I/M System Readiness display. If the EVAP system status is YES, go to
Step 14. If not, perform diagnosis and repair.
Step 14: Check for emission-related DTCs. If any are present, go back to Step 8. If no DTCs
are present, system status is OK.

Monitor: I/M System Check
Notes: 1. Any DTCs may prevent monitors from running; 2. Clearing DTCs will re-set status
of all monitors to NO. The All Monitors drive cycle will required; 3. Reprogramming, or
interrupting power to a control module will reset all monitors to NO.
Step 1: Check for any DTCs. If there are no DTCs, go to Step 3.
Step 2: Diagnose and repair any DTCs or driveability concerns that would prevent the
monitors from completing.
Step 3: Review any TSBs for software updates that may prevent I/M readiness. Perform any
reprogramming or repairs indicated by TSBs. If no reprogramming or service is required,
perform the All Monitors - Complete System Set procedure.
Step 4: Access the readiness status of monitors on the scan tool.
Step 5: If only 1 monitor is Not Ready, perform the individual drive cycle, if available, for that
monitor. Beginning with 1996 models, many engines use only the All Monitors - Complete
System Set drive cycle, which exercises all monitors.
Step 6: If more than 1 monitor is Not Ready, perform the All Monitors - Complete System Set
procedure.

Monitor: Secondary Air Injection (AIR)
Notes: 1. If the Passive test, when equipped (Steps 1-3), fails to update the monitor status,
the Active test, if required, will run in Step 4. The Active test begins after the engine goes into
Closed Loop.
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Step 1: Perform the I/M System Check. Failure to do so may result in difficulty in updating
the status to YES.
Step 2: Turn OFF all accessories.
Step 3: Start the engine and idle for 2 minutes.
Step 4: Accelerate at part throttle to 45 mph and maintain speed for 3 minutes or until the
monitor status updates to ready. If the AIR monitor status is YES, go to Step 12. If not, go to
Step 5.
Step 5: Using a scan tool, access the DTC information. If there are any failed DTCs,
diagnose and repair the DTCs.
Step 6: Determine which DTCs are required run in order to complete the test.
Step 7: Using a scan tool, observe the Not Ran Since Code Cleared display. Determine
which DTCs that are required to have run, and have not run, for a YES status to be
displayed.
Step 8: Enter the DTC in the in the specific DTC menu of the scan tool.
Step 9: Be sure the Enabling Conditions are met. Repeat the procedure until the scan tool
indicates the diagnostic test has run.
Step 10: Repeat Steps 8-9 for any DTCs that have not run.
Step 11: Check the I/M System Readiness display. If the AIR system status is YES, go to
Step 12. If not, refer to service manual.
Step 12: Check for emission-related DTCs. If any are present, go back to Step 5. If no DTCs
are present, AIR system status is OK.

Drive Cycles for 1997 CHEVROLET LUMINA LS 3.1L V6 engine, GAS; 1997
CHEVROLET LUMINA LTZ 3.1L V6 engine, GAS

Monitor: All Monitors - Complete System Set Procedure
Notes: 1. Use this drive cycle when 2 or more or all readiness monitors are set to NO; 3.
Preprogramming the scan tool will shorten test length.
Step 1: Perform the I/M System Check. Failure to do so may result in difficulty in updating
the monitor (s) status to YES.
Step 2: Turn ignition OFF for 5 minutes. Pre-program the scan tool with vehicle information
before turning ignition ON. Start the engine and do not turn it OFF for the remainder of the
test.
Step 3: Turn OFF all accessories and set parking brake. A/T should be in P and M/T should
be in N. Idle the engine for 2 minutes.
Step 4: Accelerate at part throttle to 55 mph and maintain speed until engine reaches
operating temperature. This could take 8-20 minutes depending on coolant temperature at
start-up.
Step 5: Maintain speed of 55 mph for an additional 6-7 minutes.
Step 6: Reduce speed to 45 mph and maintain 45 mph for 1 minute.
Step 7: From 45 mph, perform 4 decelerations of 25 seconds each under the conditions in
Step 8. Keep the speed above 25 mph and return to 45 mph for 15 seconds after each
deceleration.
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Step 8: Each deceleration period should be at closed throttle with NO brake application, NO
clutch actuation and NO manual downshift.
Step 9: Accelerate at part throttle to 45-55 mph and maintain speed for 2 minutes.
Step 10: Decelerate to 0 mph and idle for 2 minutes with foot on brake pedal, A/T in D or M/T
in N with clutch depressed.
Step 11: Access the readiness status on the scan tool. Perform the individual drive cycle for
any monitor that does not display YES (monitor is not ready).
Step 12: Check for DTCs. Any DTCs will require diagnosis and repair.
Step 13: Following repairs and clearing DTCs, perform Steps 1-12 again or perform steps for
individual monitors that are not set.

Monitor: Catalyst Monitor
Notes: 1. The vehicle must be run for 6-8 minutes off idle for this test to initiate.
Step 1: Perform the I/M System Check. Failure to do so may result in difficulty in updating
the status to YES.
Step 2: Ensure all conditions have been met. Turn OFF all accessories.
Step 3: Start the engine and allow it to idle.
Step 4: Accelerate at part throttle to 45 mph (55 mph on 2002-03 Buick Century) and
maintain speed for 5 minutes.
Step 5: Decelerate to 0 mph. Idle for 2 minutes with brake pedal depressed, A/T in D or M/T
in N with clutch pedal depressed.
Step 6: If the Catalyst monitor is YES, go to Step 14.
Step 7: Using a scan tool, access the DTC information. If there are any failed DTCs,
diagnose and repair the DTCs.
Step 8: Determine which DTCs are required run in order to complete the test.
Step 9: Using a scan tool, observe the Not Ran Since Code Cleared display. Determine
which DTCs that are required to have run, and have not run, for a YES status to be
displayed.
Step 10: Enter the DTC in the specific DTC menu of the scan tool.
Step 11: Repeat the procedure until the scan tool indicated the diagnostic test has run.
Step 12: Repeat Steps 9-10 for any DTCs that have not run.
Step 13: Check the I/M System Readiness display. If the Catalyst Monitor system status is
YES, go to Step 14. If not, refer to service manual.
Step 14: Check for emission-related DTCs. If any are present, go back to Step 7. If no DTCs
are present, AIR system status is OK.

Monitor: EGR Monitor
Notes:
Step 1: Perform the I/M System Check. Failure to do so may result in difficulty in updating
the status to YES.
Step 2: Ensure all enabling conditions have been met. Turn OFF all accessories.
Step 3: Start the engine and allow it to idle.
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Step 4: Accelerate at part throttle to 45 mph and maintain speed for 1 minute.
Step 5: From 45 mph, perform 4 decelerations of 25 seconds each under the conditions in
Step 6. Keep the speed above 25 mph and return to 45 mph for 15 seconds after each
deceleration.
Step 6: Each deceleration period should be at closed throttle with NO brake application, NO
clutch actuation and NO manual downshift.
Step 7: If the EGR monitor is YES, go to Step 14.
Step 8: Using a scan tool, access the DTC information. If there are any failed DTCs,
diagnose and repair the DTCs.
Step 9: Determine which DTCs are required run in order to complete the test.
Step 10: Using a scan tool, observe the Not Ran Since Code Cleared display. Determine
which DTCs that are required to have run, and have not run, for a YES status to be
displayed.
Step 11: Enter the DTC in the specific DTC menu of the scan tool.
Step 12: Be sure the monitor Enabling Conditions are met. Repeat the procedure until the
scan tool indicated the diagnostic test has run.
Step 13: Repeat Steps 10-11 for any DTCs that have not run.
Step 14: Check the I/M System Readiness display. If the AIR system status is YES, go to
Step 15. If not, refer to service manual.
Step 15: Check for emission-related DTCs. If any are present, go back to Step 8. If no DTCs
are present, AIR system status is OK.

Monitor: EVAP Monitor w/Service Bay Test
Notes: 1. This test is for use with dedicated GM scan tools.
Step 1: Perform the I/M System Check.
Step 2: Be sure the operating conditions are met.
Step 3: Turn OFF all accessories.
Step 4: Following the directions on the scan tool, perform the EVAP Service Bay test. If the
vehicle passes the EVAP Service Bay test, go to Step 6.
Step 5: If the EVAP system does not pass the EVAP Service Bay test, access the scan tool
for an indication of why the test did not pass. Refer to service information for diagnosis and
repair. After repairs, go to I/M System Complete System Set. Procedure.
Step 6: Check for emission-related DTCs. If no DTCs are present, the EVAP system is OK.
Step 7: If DTCs are present, diagnose problem and make appropriate repairs. Perform Steps
1-6 again.

Monitor: EVAP Monitor w/o Service Bay Test
Notes:
Step 1: Perform the I/M System Check. Failure to do so may result in difficulty in updating
the status to YES.
Step 2: Ensure all conditions have been met. Turn OFF all accessories.
Step 3: Start the engine and allow it to idle. Do not turn ignition OFF during test.
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Step 4: Accelerate at part throttle to 45 mph and maintain speed until engine reaches
operating temperature. This may take 8-20 minutes depending on ECT at start-up.
Step 5: Continue at 45 mph for 3 more minutes or until EVAP monitor updates to YES.
Step 6: If the EVAP monitor is YES, go to Step 14. If not, go to Step 7.
Step 7: Using a scan tool, access the DTC information. If there are any failed DTCs,
diagnose and repair the DTCs. If no failed DTCs, go to next step.
Step 8: Determine which DTCs are required to run in order to complete the test.
Step 9: Using a scan tool, observe the Not Ran Since Code Cleared display. Determine
which DTCs that are required to have run, and have not run, for a YES status to be
displayed.
Step 10: Enter the DTC in the specific DTC menu of the scan tool.
Step 11: Be sure the monitor Enabling Conditions are met. Repeat the procedure until the
scan tool indicated the diagnostic test has run.
Step 12: Repeat Steps 10-11 for any DTCs that have not run.
Step 13: Check the I/M System Readiness display. If the EVAP system status is YES, go to
Step 14. If not, perform diagnosis and repair.
Step 14: Check for emission-related DTCs. If any are present, go back to Step 8. If no DTCs
are present, AIR system status is OK.

Monitor: EVAP Service Bay Test-Equipped Check
Notes: 1. This test will check to see if the vehicle will allow the EVAP test to run in service
bay conditions.
Step 1: Using a scan tool and select Special Functions. If the scan tool does not support
special functions, go to the EVAP w/o Service Bay Test.
Step 2: Determine if the vehicle is Equipped with a Service Bay test for the EVAP system.
Step 3: If the vehicle is equipped with the EVAP Service Bay test, go to the EVAP w/Service
Bay Test procedure for applicable models. If not, go to the EVAP w/o Service Bay Test
Procedure for applicable models.

Monitor: HO2S Monitor
Notes:
Step 1: Perform the I/M System Check. Failure to do so may result in difficulty in updating
the status to YES.
Step 2: Verify enable criteria are met. Turn ignition OFF for 5 minutes to allow HO2S sensors
to cool. Pre-program vehicle information in scan tool before turning ignition back ON.
Step 3: Set parking brake with A/T in P and M/T in N.
Step 4: Turn off all accessories.
Step 5: Start the engine and idle for 2 minutes or until system status updates to YES. This
can take up to 8 minutes.
Step 6: If the HO2S monitor is YES, go to Step 14.
Step 7: Using a scan tool, access the DTC information. If there are any failed DTCs,
diagnose and repair the DTCs. If no failed DTCs, go to next step.
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Step 8: Determine which DTCs are required run in order to complete the test.
Step 9: Using a scan tool, observe the Not Ran Since Code Cleared display. Determine
which DTCs that are required to have run, and have not run, for a YES status to be
displayed.
Step 10: Enter the DTC in the specific DTC menu of the scan tool.
Step 11: Be sure that the monitor Enabling Conditions are met. Repeat the procedure until
the scan tool indicated the diagnostic test has run.
Step 12: Repeat Steps 10-11 for any DTCs that have not run.
Step 13: Check the I/M System Readiness display. If the EVAP system status is YES, go to
Step 14. If not, perform diagnosis and repair.
Step 14: Check for emission-related DTCs. If any are present, go back to Step 8. If no DTCs
are present, HO2S system status is OK.

Monitor: HO2S/O2S Monitor
Notes:
Step 1: Perform the I/M System Check. Failure to do so may result in difficulty in updating
the status to YES.
Step 2: Verify that the monitor Enabling Conditions are met.
Step 3: Turn off all accessories.
Step 4: Start the engine and allow it to idle.
Step 5: Accelerate at part throttle to 45-55 mph and maintain speed for 7 minutes or until
system status updates to YES. 5 and 6-speed M/T may require operation in 4th or 5th gear
respectively for this test to run.
Step 6: If the HO2S/O2S monitor is YES, go to Step 14.
Step 7: Using a scan tool, access the DTC information. If there are any failed DTCs,
diagnose and repair the DTCs. If no failed DTCs, go to next step.
Step 8: Determine which DTCs are required run in order to complete the test.
Step 9: Using a scan tool, observe the Not Ran Since Code Cleared display. Determine
which DTCs that are required to have run, and have not run, for a YES status to be
displayed.
Step 10: Enter the DTC in the specific DTC menu of the scan tool.
Step 11: Be sure that all of the monitor Enabling Conditions have been met. Repeat the
procedure until the scan tool indicated the diagnostic test has run.
Step 12: Repeat Steps 10-11 for any DTCs that have not run.
Step 13: Check the I/M System Readiness display. If the EVAP system status is YES, go to
Step 14. If not, perform diagnosis and repair.
Step 14: Check for emission-related DTCs. If any are present, go back to Step 8. If no DTCs
are present, system status is OK.

Monitor: I/M System Check
Notes: 1. Any DTCs may prevent monitors from running; 2. Clearing DTCs will re-set status
of all monitors to NO. The All Monitors drive cycle will required; 3. Reprogramming, or
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interrupting power to a control module will reset all monitors to NO.
Step 1: Check for any DTCs. If there are no DTCs, go to Step 3.
Step 2: Diagnose and repair any DTCs or driveability concerns that would prevent the
monitors from completing.
Step 3: Review any TSBs for software updates that may prevent I/M readiness. Perform any
reprogramming or repairs indicated by TSBs. If no reprogramming or service is required,
perform the All Monitors - Complete System Set procedure.
Step 4: Access the readiness status of monitors on the scan tool.
Step 5: If only 1 monitor is Not Ready, perform the individual drive cycle, if available, for that
monitor. Beginning with 1996 models, many engines use only the All Monitors - Complete
System Set drive cycle, which exercises all monitors.
Step 6: If more than 1 monitor is Not Ready, perform the All Monitors - Complete System Set
procedure.

Monitor: Secondary Air Injection (AIR)
Notes: 1. If the Passive test, when equipped (Steps 1-3), fails to update the monitor status,
the Active test, if required, will run in Step 4. The Active test begins after the engine goes into
Closed Loop.
Step 1: Perform the I/M System Check. Failure to do so may result in difficulty in updating
the status to YES.
Step 2: Turn OFF all accessories.
Step 3: Start the engine and idle for 2 minutes.
Step 4: Accelerate at part throttle to 45 mph and maintain speed for 3 minutes or until the
monitor status updates to ready. If the AIR monitor status is YES, go to Step 12. If not, go to
Step 5.
Step 5: Using a scan tool, access the DTC information. If there are any failed DTCs,
diagnose and repair the DTCs.
Step 6: Determine which DTCs are required run in order to complete the test.
Step 7: Using a scan tool, observe the Not Ran Since Code Cleared display. Determine
which DTCs that are required to have run, and have not run, for a YES status to be
displayed.
Step 8: Enter the DTC in the in the specific DTC menu of the scan tool.
Step 9: Be sure the Enabling Conditions are met. Repeat the procedure until the scan tool
indicates the diagnostic test has run.
Step 10: Repeat Steps 8-9 for any DTCs that have not run.
Step 11: Check the I/M System Readiness display. If the AIR system status is YES, go to
Step 12. If not, refer to service manual.
Step 12: Check for emission-related DTCs. If any are present, go back to Step 5. If no DTCs
are present, AIR system status is OK.


